A theory based on dual-feedback circuit methodology was used to explain the kink phenomenon in scattering parameters Szz On the other hand, at high frequencies, the intrinsic output admittance can be simplified to a parallel RC circuit as follows:
where C, = C. /(l+g,ft,), g'^ = g^ l(1+ g^R,),Co = Co, respectively. The S-parameters generated from our created simplified small-signal n-model were also shown in Fig. 2. Note that the model data are almost identical with the experimental data and the kink points also appear at about 7.5 GHz and 4.5 GIIa, respectively, for S22 and S12.
The asterisks shown in Fig. 2(b) were the calculated S22 data under the conditions that the dual-feedback circuit methodology was adopted to simplify the model shown in Fig. 1 What also shown in Fig. 2(b 
